TALKING TO YOUR PARENTS
Going on an overseas experience is a very exciting opportunity,
but it can also bring about a lot of fears and hesitations –
especially for parents. You may be ready to pack your bags and
get on the plane tomorrow, but some of you have parents who
will have several concerns and questions and may deny you from
going right now. We want to help you start healthy conversations
with your parents – conversations that will reveal your heart and
enthusiasm for wanting to see and experience the work that
God is doing in other parts of the world. Do not leave every part
of this conversation up to your youth leader to have with your
parents. It is your responsibility to communicate this eagerness
to serve overseas.
Included on this ring is a card specifically written to your parents.
It addresses some of the biggest concerns that parents may
have: Safety, finances and why an experience like this is valuable.
Give that card to your parents when you begin talking to them
about your interest in going on a trip. On the back side of this
card are some ideas for you to consider, as well.

INVITE YOUR PARENTS INTO THE CONVERSATION
»» Do not flat out tell them that you’re going to another country. Going on
an experience like this should not be a quick decision, but rather one
that is considered through lots of prayer and listening to the Lord. Ask
your parents to join you in prayer and consider this with you. Explain
that this is a decision you want to work through and make together. A
decision to go or not to go does not have to be made right away.
»» Share how God has placed this on your heart and why you believe this
is what He is calling you to do. Reveal your pure and true motives – this
isn’t just another fun thing on your bucket list.
»» If you have already shared this calling with a youth leader, they can
be a great support for you. Ask him or her to share the value of an
experience like this with your parents.
»» Ask for help in deciding on a trip location, and remember to BE
FLEXIBLE. There are opportunities to learn and see God at work
anywhere you go. Maybe your parents have more reservations about
certain places. Allow them to express those concerns, and then
perhaps choose a location they are more comfortable with (especially
if it’s your first time overseas).

BE READY TO DO YOUR RESEARCH
»» Your parents will most likely have lots of questions about where, how
much, with who, etc. Be prepared for these questions by doing your
research and finding answers. If you show them you have the motivation
and drive to seek out answers on your own, that demonstrates the level
of responsibility you are willing to undertake with this opportunity.
»» Come up with ideas of ways you can fundraise to pay the expenses
of an overseas trip. In this pack you will find a card with several
fundraising ideas. Use it as a guide to help spark some creative ideas
to raise money.
»» Connect with people who have gone on experiences like this and ask
them questions about things they learned and what God taught them.
By doing this, you will gain valuable insight.

